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9
Final Result
Blanks
Yes
No
Other
Response ID Are there any buildings, structures or
gardens in The Ivers that are not already
listed historic assets that you would like to
see on a local list and protected by
planning policies? If so, please specify
exactly which buildings or other features
and their location.
184
68
137
23
412
Not sure
44.66% 16.50% 33.25% 5.58% 100.00%
1
Yes - Heatherden all in Pinewood studios.
13
EG "Wee Cottage" in Coopers Row! Too late
14
Question 9
already sold. It's future unknown.
Any that qualify. Already unfortunately under
17
5.58%
construction. Who grants planning?
All now gone - too late!! Why a hotel in
19
Langley Park?
I do not know which buildings etc are classed
21
as listed
44.66%
The buildings of the Southern end of Bangors
33.25%
22
Road South whilst not listed should be in the
Conservation Area.
All existing buildings, especially those built
25
pre 1900 should be protected.
The Swan, The Bull, The Old houses opposite
34
16.50%
the church; the cottages behind The Swan;
Bridgefoot; Needham Lacy in Swan Road.
45
55
56

61

66

68
69
70

75

78

86
93
97
98

100

Leave them alone
Iver Recreation, Iver Heath Recreation.
What are the current listed historic assets and
what are the criteria. Not enough information
given to be able to comment!
Yes - Stag and hounds, Whip and Collar, The
Swan, The Bull. They are all part of the
history
St Peter's and St Margaret's churches and
older buildings scattered in all 3 areas (Iver,
Iver Heath and Richings) - eg tall house by
bridge in Iver and several properties in Iver
High Street, etc.
Huntsmoor Park.
Yes but too many to mention.
Some properties are poorly kept. Fencing
boundaries. The old Mortuary in Iver has had
boundary removed and looks terrible.
The totem pole on Crooked Billet roundabout
needs more recognition, celebrating 100
years of scouting
None other than Black Park and Langley
Park. Parts of Pinewood Studios and
gardens.
no - not well enough informed
The big manor houses, like Coppins etc.,
Richings Park shops in Bathurst Walk.
Barnsfield and Evreham Green SL0 0AH;
Fields between M25 and Bangors Road. Not
sure of exact location.
THE BULL PUB
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105
111
115
116
121
123
130
131
132
133
137
139
147

148

149

152

173

178

Iver Flowerland, Iver Heath Fields, Langley
Park and Black Park.
AS WITH Q5 DO NOT KNOW ALL OF THE
PARISH
Without knowing which are listed already impossible to say.
Q.9 Victorian (Terraced) Houses on High
Street.
Iver Heath Fields
The Houses, Richings Park
Iver High Street, including "the Swan" and the
"Bull" St Peters & St Leonards.
DON’T NOW
Richings Park, Sports Club, Essential open
space.
Stag and Hounds public house - Building and
gardens.
Royal British Legion Iver Heath.
If not already listed - the origional front gates
of Pinewood Studios.
In Iver Heath, The Stag & Hounds pub, The
Black Horse pub, the Library, Village Hall and
schools should be protected by planning
policies. In Iver, the Village Hall, old houses
in the High Street and the area around the
Red Lion pub in Shreding Green should be
protected.
There is some original ironwork, mainly
railings, on some Victorian properties. These
should be noted and preserved in situ if
possible. Catalogued if necessary before
removal. The design of some is similar
though at different properties, mainly in Iver
and Iver Heath. May be an indication of past
local industry. The last remaining building of
the first school in Iver Heath is in Coopers
Row and recently sold. Stag & Hounds Pub
LOCAL CHURCHES AND THE OLDER
PUBLIC HOUSES.
HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE OF LISTED
PROPERTIES IN THE AREA.
A9. I do not know what are “the already listed
historic assets”, so I cannot answer this
question. It would be beneficial for the list of
assets to be published on the Ivers Parish
Council website.
Yes. I would like you to protect the Iver
Conservation Area. Protect it from current
HGV and vehicle volume s, and future
volumes driven by housing and office
developments planned in the area (especially
if the Thorney lane Business Park
development goes ahead).
Kingsway alley way First school and its front
garden and trees Junior school The Bull The
chequers The red lion All Greens
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189

191

196
200
206

210

251

252
254

256
268

No point - if someone has enough money or
time they just do what they want to our older
buildings and gardens and worry about the
consequences after (which then costs us the
taxpayer when the Council takes them to
Court and always loses).
The Iver Village Conservation Area is blighted
by HGV traffic and should be better protected
from it. There is no real way of knowing what
damage is being done to the historic buildings
around St Peter's Church but given the state
of the drainage systems it is highly likely that
the HGV traffic is causing harm. There should
be a 7.5T limit for 50m in each direction from
the Swan roundabout. I would like to see Iver
Recreation ground better protected from
development.
Protect The Green Barnfield
Would have liked to see a list of those already
on the list.
Not sure if The Swan pub is protected but it
should be. And the church on the corner (I
think St Peters).
I don't think there is anything in Iver that
warrants this kind of support. Specifying (as a
non-specific example) that a 200-year old
building and it's 5 acres of surrounding
grounds be kept exactly as is for the sake of
some nostalgic viewpoint or because
someone vaguely famous stayed there once
is not a sensible use of the land
The environment around Richings Park is
changing beyond recognition - if this does not
stop the area will change completely. Every
bungalow which is sold is being demolished
and a much larger property constructed (this
also applies to the 3+ bedroom houses). The
estate suffers major problems as a result of
this - parking, grass verges destroyed etc.
Far too many house 'extensions' are allowed,
with very little control of size, shape or visual
suitability. The increased size of the property
is leading to more cars and road congestion;
this coupled with the increased parking from
commuters at Iver Station has resulted in the
bus service being rerouted. Many of the older
residents are becoming depressed by the
"state of the place".
I have no views on this.
Yes - I would want Iver Heath Fields to be
recognised as the last remaining area of the
original heath and for it's position between
two areas of ancient woodland.
Gams field, and IverHeath Fields
As I have not seen the list of historic assets I
am unable to comment
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280

285
287
288

291

306

307

311
316

318

The High Street period properties should be
protected. This will help to alleviate issues in
the area due to any protection they may be
given.
Brackenwood, Pinewood Road
I don't feel Iver has any buildings to be proud
of
All land, churches etc should all be protected,.
This is not just about physical buildings
I think some of the original houses in RP
should be listed, there are very few original
bungalows left now. They are looking to
knock one down to build flats.
I think a lot of the houses in Richings Park
that are being demolished and re built should
be more in keeping with the surrounding
properties.
Again as previously mentioned the Evreham
centre and Evreham sports centre as these
are the only facilities within the area for adults
and the eldery.
the swan in iver
Most of iver high street has a number of
significant older dwellings and these should
be retained. The character of the village
needs to be kept. The church. The Swan pub the Bull, although closed, needs not to
change as it it is a landmark of the village.
Yes. Iver Heath Workhouse, 14-16 Coopers
Row, Iver Heath, SL0 0HW. This building is
an important historical structure dating back
to the 1800's. It is characterful and a pleasant
looking structure which may be an risk of
development in coming months and possibly
lost forever! Also, we have lost so many
public houses to housing development. These
can often be the hub or focal point of a
community. I strongly believe what remains in
this area should be protected

320

No. There quite a few in the area and I can
think of none that need to be added to the list.

331
361

IVER HEATH FIELDS.
planning policies need to be sensible to keep
the character of the community as it should
be and is
I do not know which buildings, structure etc
are categorised as listed historic structures so
unable to answer
None that come to mind. However,
preservation of our cultural heritage through
these buildings is of fundamental importance
and any development should not threaten
their integrity or the context of their location.

367

370
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372

373
389
390
392
393

398

407

415

431

446

448

468

469
472
482

485

I'm not sure what is listed but believe the
following should be: Iver Middle/Juniors
school The Bull and the parade of shops to
the left (as you look at the Bull) The Swan
Black Horse Church and hall - which I am
guessing are on the list - this is for all 3 in The
Ivers
Iver Heath fields, oh no wait....
I'd like to see Iver and in particular, Richings
Park protected from any development
Unknown
None I know of
I HAVE INSUFFICIENT KNOWLEDGE TO
ANSWER THIS QUESTION, BUT I EXPECT
THE COUNCIL TO PROTECT AND
PRESERVE ALL IMPORTANT BUILDINGS.
Iver Heath Fields last remaining publicly
owned and accessible fields / heath in the
area. This is the Heath in Iver Heath and as
such is of historical importance to maintain
I don't know the protection status of the shops
in Richings Park; they are an essential part of
the character of the neighbourhood, and if
they are not protected, they should be.
The views coming into to iver from motorway
bridge of the Church etc. The Narows and
walls of Bangors road south.
See answer to Q7 - Pinewood Studios
historical buildings and Pinewood Close
which has a specific character.
Q9 The Coach House and Stables in
Pinewood Studios a significant add-on to
Hetherden Hall (already listed) and until
Pinewood Studios tried to remove them there
are/were bats in the clock tower.
I believe Thorney House in Richings Way,
Iver,is already on the list. I'm not sure about
St Leonard's Church, Richings Way Iver, The
Swan pub in Iver High Street and the Tower
Arms pub. I discovered an intact WW2
pillbox structure along the Grand Union Canal
where the canal meets the river between Iver
and Slough. This is a wonderful piece of our
local heritage and should be preserved.
Shops in Richings Park, old cottages on the
High Street, landscape at Richings Park Golf
Club, Iver Heath Fields,
Any historic building should be protected...
I'm not aware of what is currently listed so
can't comment.
Both Saint Margarets, Saint Leonards, and St
Peter's churches? I'm guessing that they
might already be listed?
I'm not aware of what is already listed so
need to research
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488

491

498

512
514
515
517
531

534

539
544
563

565
576

579

No. Perhpap woodland in private ownership
should be included here i.e Pinewood Road
where recently many tress have been
removed
The area I would like to see preserved is the
Richings Park Villager parade of shops.
From the design of the buildings to the copper
faced lamp post heads..
No, if not already listed then I believe that all
current building and structures should be
assessed for current usage and look at
compulsory redevelopment where the
structures are not utilised. You can walk down
Iver High Street and see buildings such as
the old bank which have been left empty for
years.
Pinewood Close
Coppins & Bridgefoot, Bangors Road South,
Iver Lane
Iver Village School High Street
Wood Lane House as home of artist Paul
Nash
Not known to me but this does not mean that
they do not exist. I would hate to support a
policy that continues to demolish lovely old
houses. Here in Iver Heath, over the years,
we have already lost quite a few in this
manner.
SALTMARSHE, MEADOW COTTAGE AND
LONGRIDGE. THE GARDENS PROVIDE
HUGE HABITAT DIVERSITY. MATURE
GARDENS LINKING OTHERS. OLD FRUIT
TREES. -BATS - HEDGEHOGS - GREY
WAGTAILS - OWLS - SPARROWS - PYGMY
SHREW - VARIOUS BUTTERFLIES - STAG
BEETLES. No ecological survey to find out
what is living there prior to planning being
granted. no notice erected to let locals know
planning had gone in, so no ability to object!
Iver Heath Fields The Clump (on Pinewood
land)
Tower Arms The Bull Several properties on
Swan Road Bridge foot
Answer The Bull public house, houses
(historic houses) on north side of High Street,
Houses in Wood Lane (e.g. no building flats
after demolishing these).
Answer gardens junction of Wellesley Ave
and Bathurst Walk SL9
Answer Can't think of any personally,
however take advice from conservation
groups to add new listings as appropriate
Answer St Peters Church, Iver
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